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~/ 
\::!;J 0 RAISE THE QUESTION of eco-
nomics under any title is at best to be accused of preaching to the 
converted, and at worst accused of preaching what every member 
of the congregation understands much better than the preacher. 
Since economics is a discussion of what people do day after day 
as they go about making a living, who doesn't understand all 
about it? Practically all adults do some kind of work, they get 
money, they spend money, they save, they borrow, they produce 
things, they sell things, they put money in the bank and draw 
money from the bank. They are, in short, practicing economists, 
all, and none of them needs a high powered theoretician to tell 
him when he is deficient in spending power, broke, or when he 
has accumulated a competence, become filthy rich. All thinking 
adults are self-proclaimed economic authorities. Biologists who 
cannot explain why the sap goes up the tree, geologists who can-
not explain why we find oil in Utah when they said there wasn't 
any, physicists who cannot explain why -273 degrees is no longer 
absolute zero, doctors who have trouble with a common cold, 
SOciologists who cannot explain or prevent juvenile delinquency, 
and educators who are not sure what education is, none of these 
specialists shrinks from giving an off-the-cuff cure for inflation, 
deflation, the national debt, the dollar shortage, business bank-
ruptcies, or discusses in a learned and succinct manner the glaring 
inadequacies of the Keynesians. He can provide the last word on 
any simple or complex economic issue. Only the economist is a 
modest, self-effacing fellow who admits there are two or three 
issues in economics that he doesn't thoroughly understand. He 
admits that maybe in economics, as in other disciplines, it is 
necessary to test and revise his hypotheses in the light of new 
evidence. 
Economics is, what it is so many times said to be, the appli-
cation of common sense to practical every day issues. The thesis 
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citizen contemporaries were probably not unduly worried about 
a plethora of goods. We shouldn't worry today about a general 
over-production of goods. An index of economic happiness may 
be given as a ratio of satisfactions to wants, to be scientific E H 
= ~. From this it can cogently be argued that we are today like 
Alice and the Red Queen, we cannot run fast enough to stand 
still. A few years ago it was the American dream to have the 
typical American family comfortably housed in a five room cottage 
with a small second-hand car in the garage and a skinny chicken 
cooking in the pot. What is the goal of the typical family today? 
As of now, probably, no better than a spacious ranch-type rambler 
with uncountable electric gadgets to go with the kitchen can 
opener, colored TV in the family room with black and white ·in 
each the children's rooms, a triple garage for the family, and a car-
port for junior's convertible. As the yet-to-be built super highways 
become increasingly congested, certainly the more opulent fam-
ilies must have space for landing the private helicopter on the 
roof of the home or in the backyard. Human needs, if anyone 
could have ever identified them, are out as the basic drives for 
human work; human wants in all their myriad forms drive us on 
and on to produce more and ever more. At the end of 1956 we 
were producing at a rate of about $420 billion worth of goods and 
services per year. Even when measured by a depreciated meas-
uring stick, the current dollar, that was a lot of stuff. We hope 
at least to double this output by 1975. 
All of this inane talk that there will always be plenty of things 
to do, plenty of good paying jobs, because our productions of 
goods will never catch up with our wants for goods, this probably 
leaves you unenthusiastic and cold. Nonsense, I hear you say. 
Even in the best business year of our entire history, 1956, we had 
between two and three million potential workers involuntarily 
unemployed. Where were all those jobs? 
Our 65 million civilian workers are employed in producing a 
multitude of things. What one person produces another person 
) uses. We do, in fact, live by taking in each other's washing. While 
t I have been talking for a period of more than thirty years, other 
s folks have produced goods for me, two or three automobiles, some 
~ rather shabby shelter, some coarse clothes, and a few food items 
that I couldn't raise in my own garden. I have been trying to talk 
words of economic wisdom to some of these folks' unwilling chil-
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dren. We never get general overproduction by this round-about 
procedure, we sometimes get too little of -x and too much of Y, 
and this requires constant adjustment in place and type of employ-
ment. When some folks are forced to change jobs, when new inno-
vations make present methods obsolete, or when consumers spend 
their incomes irregularly, some people are going to be unem-
ployed. Not because there isn't anything that society wants pro-
duced, but because in this round-about production there cannot 
be perfect adjustment in time, place, and occupation among all 
segments of the productive machine. In our kind of economic 
system, the mixed free-enterprise market economy, new businesses 
are being born and old businesses are dying every day. They die in 
our most prosperous times. There were more than 12,000 business 
failures in 1956; probably more new business units were born. 
Our's is a profit and loss economy, not just a profit or loss. This 
means that when we speak of a full-employment economy we will 
have two or three million unemployed out of our present work 
force; we will have more as our labor force becomes larger. 
Some of you may raise a more fundamental objection to my 
plenty of work thesis. Some of the more economically sophisti-
cated among you have heard that the economist talks about a 
backward-bending supply curve of labor. When wage rates get 
sufficiently high any additional pay per hour will result in a 
smaller number of hours of labor offered for sale from a given 
work force. The workers want shorter work-day or shorter work-
week, they want longer vacations paid and unpaid, children stay 
in school longer and go to work at a later age, older workers and 
some female workers may withdraw from the labor market. The 
backward-bending supply curve shows that a given work force 
will supply fewer hours of labor at a higher wage rate than would 
be supplied at a somewhat lower rate. Let us admit that there 
is considerable evidence to support this generalization. We are 
sure that the level at which the curve turns back on itself is a 
moving position; but it is a verifiable phenomenon. What does 
this really show? There is no evidence that the work force wants 
fewer hours of work at the expense of lower total daily, weekly, 
or annual earnings. The labor force wants a constantly increas-
ing quantity of goods produced and the workers also want in-
creasing amounts of leisure. Leisure is a much desired good. As 
our productive machine becomes more and more efficient; as we 
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continue to find ways of producing more goods per man hour of 
labor expended, the choice between more goods and more se1£-
imposed leisure becomes an increasingly important economic 
decision. 
With our economic machine becoming increasingly produc-
tive, as it will continue to do given freedom from military catas-
trophe, probably we will want to retire all workers at age sixty-
five or earlier, not because of the lack of useful things to do and 
not for the reason suggested in the Americanization of Edward 
Bok. This is a book my college generation had to read to be 
culturally respectable. Mr. Bok suggests a man should work hard 
and accumulate a financial competence and then retire, at about 
age 56, and do something useful. I think Mr. Bok never became 
Americanized. The only time a person is doing something useful, 
economically speaking, is when he is producing something that 
somebody wants. If a rich man continues to work he is doing 
something useful and is not depriving someone else, more worthy, 
of a job. We may decide to keep more people on the farms than 
are needed to produce our food and fiber, and subsidize them to 
stay there. We may do this because we think agriculture is a 
way of life not just a way to make a living, it builds character 
even if it doesn't produce good incomes. If we do this we should 
do it for this or some other worthy reason, not for the reason that 
there would be nothing for them to do if they left the farms. The 
prospects are good that we will continue to reduce the work week, 
not because we have come into a world of plenty and overcome 
scarcity, but because among the alternatives open to us we choose 
more time to ourselves and fewer goods, as opposed to more work 
and more goods, with less time for leisure. I will deal with the 
problem of depression unemployment later; suffice it here to say 
that depression unemployment is not due to an overall surplus of 
goods. 
DOLLARS ARE DIFFERENT 
© N A FEBRUARY EVENlNG in 1933, a 
small group of Cache Valley citizens had assembled in this hall to 
hear a talk by Marriner Eccles. It was just a short time before 
Mr. Eccles left for Washington to assume his first governmental 
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assignment. This was a stonny night and the speaker was late. 
As we waited, one of the close friends of Mr. Eccles observed, 
"We had better get up and move about and keep ourselves com-
fortable, because if he gets here and starts to talk we will be here 
a long time, he is awfully long winded." To which a person in the 
circle observed, "Well, if Marriner Eccles or anybody else can tell 
me anything about money I am willing to stay here all night and 
listen to him." These observations have affected my teaching in 
general economics. I have been conscious of this remark as I 
have tried to talk about the American monetary system; especially 
so since the second remark was made by an employee of a com-
mercial bank. 
I make no pretense here tonight to give a course in monetary 
and banking principles in one easy ten minute lesson. My aim is . 
to make you as citizens somewhat cautious in attempting to give 
answers on monetary matters before you understand the questions. 
I know life is much more simple the less we understand about it. 
Money is so close and so important to our daily existence that 
intelligent citizenship implies an acquaintance with its rudiments. 
Let us start with the ordinary $10 piece of currency that every 
citizen sees at least occasionally. When we ask the student citizen 
what it is and why he takes it without question, he always comes 
back with the answer he knows that paper isn't worth $10 but he 
knows there are ten dollars in gold or silver or both back of it, so 
he doesn't worry. Then you explain that there isn't any good 
western silver back of his $10 bill but, if you could look in the 
right places, there would be $2.50 in gold for everyone of these 
$10 bills. Of course he couldn't get it, and he probably couldn't 
see it even if he were in the right place. If he takes the same $10 
bill and deposits it in a commercial bank and takes a deposit slip 
for it, then back of this $10 deposit there is only 30 cents in gold. 
Money does serve a useful purpose in an economy where we ex-
change the products of our labor over a wide area; and the sov-
ereign authority in any country can make about anything serve 
as money. In our country today the United States Congress can 
do many things with our money in a perfectly constitutional man-
ner. We have certainly changed the old gold standard during the 
last twenty-five years. Some kinds of paper money, good money 
twenty-five years ago, are not paid out by the banks any more. 
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Silver, as every Western adult knows, has been a political 
metal in our monetary game for many years. When, in our day, 
Republican senators seem intent upon keeping on the books a 
silver purchase program, put there by an overwhelmingly Demo-
cratic Congress, the citizen should ask about the economics of 
the program. He should not be content even here in the West, 
with the answer that silver is a product of our Western mines, 
and it is right to do something for silver. We should even as 
Western citizens recognize that for practically all of the time the 
silver purchase program has been in effect it has been an out-and-
out subsidy, one of the most bold-faced of our many subsidies. 
Then if we can justify it as a subsidy, we can go on from there, 
but not be afraid of the analysis. 
Since 1934 when we embarked . upon our present silver pur-
chase program, we have been buying silver, most of the time, at 
prices considerably above the competitive price. It has been a 
politically dictated price. The only reason this policy has not 
brought more serious results is because the silver industry is such 
a puny industry. We can have the government hold the price 
umbrella for an industry of this size with no serious direct con-
sequences, but it helps to spoil ' the competitive game and makes 
it more difficult to follow defensible policies in other areas where 
they count more. That part of our money which is based upon 
our silver stocks could be replaced by Federal Reserve notes, 
which already make up more than four fifths of our pocket book 
money, and silver could be released for useful work. Even if we 
come to believe that our money must ·be commodity backed to be 
good money, silver is not going to save us on this score. We have 
about $2 billion of silver and silver backed money but we have a 
total money supply of more than $130 billion. 
What we should remember as citizens is that all of our money 
is essentially credit money; we take it on faith. We accept it 
because we are reasonably sure that the next person is willing to 
accept it from us at face value and not ask any questions about 
what the money is based upon. Even that small part of our money 
that has a definite silver base is not valuable because of its silver 
base. We should be aware ' of the fact that we do not bother 
either to print or coin about 80 percent of our money, it just exists 
as an entry on the books of commercial banks. Citizens ought to 
know that, when they say they have money in the bank, they do 
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not have money in the banle They have a credit on the books of 
the bank and the bank will make good on its promise to transfer 
these credits to others on the deposItor's written requests. If you 
have a $100 demand deposit your bank probably has in the vault 
about two or three dollars in good printed currency for this $100 
deposit. Of course you could draw out all of your deposit in good 
currency if all the other folks who had the same rights didn't want 
to exercise their rights simultaneously with you. What the citizen 
should know is that our commercial banking system, made up of 
more than 14 thousand commercial banks, is one grand money 
factory. Our money is not really increased and decreased by the 
actions of the United States Treasury as one might suspect from 
reading the Constitution. Of course, some Government agencies 
are expected to keep a check rein on the banks, but it is not a 
harsh rein, just a rather mild restraining force. 
During 1956, and so far into 1957, we have heard a great 
deal about a tight money policy. It is alleged that our financial 
mechanism has slowed down to such an extent that good and 
worthy potential borrowers cannot borrow all the money they 
would like to borrow. The banks and the government seem to 
have entered into a conspiracy to make it tough for borrowers. 
One would surmise that the citizen would see that there ought to 
be some close relation between the volume of dollars saved to the 
dollars borrowed. It would seem reasonable, that if the borrow-
ing segment of our citizenry wants to go on a borrOWing binge 
and it cannot be financed with the dollars the saving segment 
wants to save, then the borrowers might expect to have to pay a 
little more of their borrowed funds in the form of a higher rate 
of interest. Here we must remind ourselves that money that 
nobody has saved can be borrowed because our money factory. 
the banking system, can create additional funds to lend if all 
segments of the system cooperate. If we do not want this, the 
monetary managers of the government step in and exert a mild 
restraining influence by not cooperating with the banks in money-
creating operations. 
As citizens we ought to realize that more money, newly 
created money, when our resources are fully employed, does not 
mean more goods and services produced. We should here observe 
that the tight money policy has not frozen our money supply on 
dead center, it has only slowed down the rate of increase. In 1958 
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our money supply increased by 1.2 percent compared with 2.5 
percent during 1955. Banks continued to expand their loans and 
investments during the past year much more than this 1.2 percent. 
Dollars have a habit of changing their speed of travel from 
one account to another. If we cannot get all the additional dollars 
that we think we ought to have we put the lash to the existing 
dollars and we make each of them do more work. The proof that 
the so-called tight money policy has not deprived us of adequate 
spending power is that we have bid up the prices of goods about 
3 percent during the last year. The banks, with a little different 
kind of assistance from the Federal Reserve authorities could 
have kept the rate of interest from rising. This kind of banker-
citizen cooperation could have boosted the general price level 
several more percentage points. 
Why should the citizen understand anything about mone-
tary management except the management of his own finances? 
Why belabor policy issues among laymen? In our society we 
expect our government officials to be, and they are, responsive to 
the popular will. I think their responses will result in more 
general well being, if the popular will arises from an informed 
rather than from an uninformed citizenry. Let me illustrate this 
point with a few examples. 
During the Second World War, I was asked to be a bond 
salesman for United States Savings Bonds. In one of the early 
campaigns, a group of Cache Valley citizens had assembled for 
a pep talk on why our citizens should buy savings bonds. I, 
foolishly, suggested that I thought it would be a commendable 
idea to try to sell our citizenry on the idea of petitioning our 
representatives at Washington to raise our taxes as we proceeded 
to step up our war expenditures. My request ' was for more tax 
receipts for the citizens along with more savings bonds. I recog-
nized that this was injecting a foreign note into the pep meeting 
but I was, nevertheless, a bit depressed by the brush-off my good 
suggestion received. I thought that since we were paying out an 
ever increasing stream of purchasing power, more than half of 
which eventually came from making war goods, that we ought 
to Siphon back more and more of these dollars to help pay for the 
goods we were using up in prosecuting the war. This suggestion 
fell flat. 
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I still went about my task to sell war bonds with a religious 
zeal. If the government would not raise our taxes then the next 
best thing was to skim off purchasing power through bond sales to 
individuals. I used to say with the best logic I knew that if all 
the extra dollars our citizens were getting were left with them and 
the citizen tried to spend all of them on a constant or diminishing 
supply of consumers goods, we would run ourselves into inflation-
ary troubles. We should turn an ever increasing number of our 
dollars to the government to help pay for the goods that were our 
goods, but goods that didn't come on the market for individual 
purchases, goods like tanks, bombers, and aircraft carriers. Here 
I really got myself in trouble. I got pounced upon on the steps 
of Old Main, going across the Quadrangle, and in public meetings. 
"You say that if the government leaves all of my dollars with me 
and I spend them that will be inflationary, but if I turn those 
same dollars over to the government and it spends them they 
won't be inflationary." This came time after time; it was intended 
to squelch all attempted comebacks. 
"Let us look at the facts," I said. "No country ever lost a 
war for lack of money. Money is about the easiest thing for a 
sovereign government to procure. It can turn the printing presses 
on any time and it will be perfectly constitutional if it does. We 
turned them on in the Civil War and printed money directly, and 
it served as good money. We are still using a remant of that 
money today. We are turning the printing presses on in World 
War II. The only difference is we are printing bonds directly 
and we are going to get the money indirectly. 
"The government in the year 1944 is going to spend more 
than 50 billion dollars that it won't get in taxes, it is going to 
to spend about 100 billion in total. Since we have decided to 
print bonds and not money there are two general areas the govern-
ment can sell its bonds: to banks and to non banks - individuals, 
business units of all kinds including big corporations like life 
insurance companies." I always tried to be honest and told the 
folks that the banks had plenty of reserves, reserves built up dur-
ing the 1930's when the demand for bank loans was low, and our 
gold imports were high. The banks could buy all the bonds the 
government wanted to sell, the government would get the money. 
But it does make a difference where it gets the money. All 
dollars are not the same kind of dollars. If the government takes 
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dollars from citizens it is taking away dollars already in the sys-
tem, dollars already in the income stream. If the government 
sells its bonds to the banks the government is getting new dollars, 
nonexisting dollars. The bank takes the government I. O. U's and 
gives tlie government dollar credits in the bank's war loan ac-
count. These dollars soon become government deposits at the 
federal reserve banks. The government writes checks against 
them and they are soon in the deposit balances of individuals and 
business units. The deposit structure has swollen. 
If the government didn't get enough of our individual dollars 
it would get some newly created bank dollars, and these new 
dollars added to all of the existing old dollars would be slightly 
inflationary. When we do not understand, we permit, yea, we 
ask government officials to do foolish things. 
What I wished for just once during these troubled times was 
to read in the morning paper, TAX COLLECTIONS AND INDIVIDUAL 
BOND PuRCHASES DuruNG THE LAST QUARTER WERE INADEQUATE 
TO COVER WAR EXPENDITURES SO THE TREASURY HAS ISSUED 15 
BILLION DOLLARS IN NEW FIAT MONEY. I think the citizen could 
understand that kind of war finance, he did not understand the 
kind we had. I think it is possible to say at this time that our 
war-created dollars did become depreciated and that our method 
of war finance left us with a legacy that involves a few minor 
complications. I would remind you that if some monetary policies 
are worse than others, we have not exhausted the possibilities for 
foolishness; the present and the future are pregnant with poten-
tialities. 
Changes in monetary and fiscal poliCies are fraught with 
hazards for those government officials who are charged with mak-
ing the strategic decisions. Their chances for success are prob-
ably enhanced if the pressures from the citizenry result from care-
ful analyses rather than from misguided emotions. 
Wartime is not the only time inadequate citizen information 
can exert unwise influence on monetary matters. Citizens gen-
erally, and school teachers particularly, have never been against 
governmental expenditures on behalf of their particular group. 
We glory in expenditures but we abhor the taxes we pay. We seem 
to be just sure our National Government debt of about $270 bil-
lion is going to wreck us if we don't do something about it, but 
s we want it done by lowering taxes as soon as current expenditures 
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get just a wee bit below current revenues. I for one would be 
.happier if the debt of the National Government was a bit smaller. 
I would be happier if its ownership was distributed a bit differ-
ently, more of it in long term bonds in private hands and less in 
short term obligations owned by the banks. I wish some of the 
suggestions made to the Cache Valley audience for financing the 
war had been more religiously followed. However, the debt need 
not wreck us; now we have it we should make the best possible 
use of it. This debt properly managed, with good citizenry under-
·standing, can be a powerful weapon for economic stability or it 
can be the opposite. 
I would not presume to know how many dollars the National 
, Government should spend during fiscal 1958. I am apparently 
unique in this respect because most everybody else seems to know, 
. not just suspect, that the President's budget is too big. 
While I don't know the "right" size of the expenditures I am 
going to be definite on the size of the collections: we should 
collect more than we currently spend. As long as we face the 
threat of further inflation in the commodity price index, we should 
use debt management policies which tend to reduce total pur-
chasing power. It can be done. Here again we must recognize 
that all debt dollars are not alike. If we collectively pay more 
dollars to our national government in taxes than the government 
pays back to us in current expenditures, the government has some 
dollars, say a few billion, to pay on the debt. If the government 
. :takes the extra dollars and pays them back to the citizens to retire 
citizen held debt that does not reduce total purchasing power; 
what the citizens give in extra tax payments they recover in ex-
changing government debt for these dollars. But if the govern-
ment takes these extra tax dollars and retires a few billion of bank 
held debt the dollars disappear from the citizens' accounts and do 
not reappear in any other account, these dollars just disappear 
from the scene. Sometimes we want this to happen. If we do 
not get our present inflationary tendencies under control by 
greater production of . goods, we may want this phenomenon to 
happen in the near future. 
Many years ago, as a member of a class in Central Banking 
taught by Dr. Ray Westerfield of Yale University, I received 
some advice that has come back to me many times. Dr. Wester-
field said to his class members , that they would probably do 
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some writing in monetary affairs and that each one would prob-
ably do the traditional thing, rave on at great lengths on the evils 
of inflation. He said he would be ashamed of us, if, when we did 
this traditional thing, we did not accompany our ranting on in-
flation with an equally strong indictment of deflation. So I am 
reminding you that when I indict inflation I am not praising 
deflation. We have been telling ourselves since the end of the 
war that we must get prices down, that we must get back to an 
honest dollar. This, of course, is only idle talk. We know that 
we do not want any substantial reduction in the prevailing price 
level. We would try every trick in the book to prevent a real 
price decline if any signs appeared that this was likely to happen. 
To go back to any . previously existing price level, that was sub-
stantially lower than the one we have, would be just as dishonest 
as to go in the other direction. When contracts are made on the 
present price level it is dishonest to have them fulfilled on a sub-
stantially lower level no matter how high the current price level 
is. Two wrongs here do not make a right any more than in other 
human affairs. The best we can hope for is a stabilization of the 
existing level with only slight if any real reduction. 
I want to cast my vote for money management that will 
achieve a stable general price level; a stable price level with 
fluctuating individual prices. We know that perfect stability in 
any price index is an impossibility, but we know that we can 
have more stability that we have had. In this as in so many other 
human affairs we know better than we do. 
WHAT GOES UP MAY STAY UP 
© NE OF TIm FAVORITE indoor sports 
for the citizen is to speculate on the date of the next depression, 
while we are still in the midst of prosperity. Somehow we seem 
imbued with the idea that prosperity must be followed by depres-
sion. History seems to prove this rhythmical type of oscillation in 
economic affairs. The economic historian has spelled out the details 
of many so-called cycles during the last 200 years of modern, in-
dustrial, free-enterprise capitalism. This history reveals two sig-
-- --~ ------
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nificant conclusions: (a) no two cycles have been duplicates, each 
has been unique in duration. intensity, and in basic characteristics, 
(b) there is no evidence that any of the many cycles was an 
inevitable phenomenon. The wide swings of the economic pen-
dulum are the result of human decisions, not dictated by forces 
that are superhuman. The most optimistic economic Pollyanna 
believes there will be some fluctuations in total economic activity, 
there will be economic ripples; but it is not inevitable that we have 
devastating mountainous waves that bring in their wake economic 
disaster for large segments of our population. 
Those whose memories go back to the 1930's, the period of 
our last real depreSSions-there was more than one in the 1930's-
remember that a common explanation for our distress was what 
could be called the "sin and repent" theory. There may be some 
aspects of human life where this dichotomy has relevance; I can-
not find any relevance for it in trying to explain our most recent 
economic debacles. We didn't live higher in the 1920's than our 
production justified, we didn't produce a surplus of goods that 
necessitated time-out from production while we consumed them, 
we didn't go on a wild spending spree that inflated commodity 
prices; the 1920's was a period of relative price stability with a 
slight downward tendency. Even if we admit just a little bit of 
economic sinning in our collective over-speculation in security 
markets, this was not sufficiently vile to justify the severity of the 
economic wrath which followed except from a deceitful, vengeful 
judge. It didn't have to happen that way. 
There are ardent political partisans who like to make political 
hay from what they think have been the glaring economic inade-
quacies of the political opposition. A candid appraisal of eco-
nomic history must give a verdict that no politically partisan 
group has been responSible for either our prosperities or our 
depressions. 
My contention here is that experience, harsh experience at 
times, has taught us some worthwhile economic lessons. We 
haven't arrived in our understanding of the economic mechanism, 
but we have made some forward strides. Our economic data are 
better than they used to be. Our economy has developed char-
acteristics that should help us make rolling adjustments short of 
deep econol!lic despair: 
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( 1) It is a widely diversified economy with no single industry 
holding its fate. A favorite index, that is supposed to have pre-
dictive value, is the well-being of agriculture. We hear so often 
that the economy cannot be healthy if agriculture is depressed. 
I wish agriculture well, the agriculturists should get their share 
of the economic pie. However, agriculture is not sufficiently 
important to rule the economic game. Neither is any other single 
industry. The great diversification that has come from our tech-
nological revolution since World War I makes possible basic 
adjustments that do not have to become cumulative either up 
or down. 
(2) Business today operates on the basis of longer range 
planning. The improvement in business indices noted earlier 
makes it possible to make projections for a longer period. Ameri-
can business management has become more efficient. Top man-
agement has more and better staff help. Top management is the 
first to admit this. A specific example of longer range planning 
and commitments is the length of collectively bargained agree-
ments. Five year contracts are entered into occasionally and the 
three year contract is quite common. The timing in these con-
tracts reflects the diversity of the economy; we are constantly 
making adjustments with no set date for the economy to come 
to a uniform halt. This phenomena is a two-edged sword and the 
rigidities associated with these long-terms contracts could make 
for trouble if there were not off-setting forces. However, I think 
they have more good than bad in them. 
(3) We have some built-in stabilizers. Economic security 
programs, both governmental and private, have stabiliZing effects. 
Involuntary unemployment is not the economic catastrophe it 
used to be. The forty-nine separate employment security pro-
grams operating in continental United States, plus the supple-
mentary private programs that are in effect, help to regularize 
purchasing power of American workers. The typical worker no 
longer has a cycle of feast and famine in his purchasing power. 
The expanded programs that provide income for retirement, more 
adequate income, are additional stabilizing influences. I would 
emphasize that not only the benefits paid out, but the premiums 
collected, have stabilizing influences by providing a steady supple-
ment to the flow of investible funds. 
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The National Government by direct legislative enactment 
has stated that it has a responsibility to attempt to even out the 
swings in business activity. This in itself is a built-in stabilizer. 
This pronouncement may help to make its direct use unnecessary. 
(4) We can make our monetary system behave better. No 
aspects of earlier depressions are more nightmarish than the mem-
ories of our money and banking delinquencies. We still speak of 
one epsisode of the 1930's as a banking holiday. The events pre-
ceding this two-week episode added up to an odd kind of holiday. 
Certainly our monetary difficulties intensified the other unpleas-
ant features of the depression. The cartoon of the bedraggled, 
park benchwarmer being asked why he didn't save for the rainy 
day, and his answer, as he looked across the street at his bank 
with the sign CLOSED across the door, 'I did,' may be outdated. 
We wont' repeat these episodes. Insurance of bank deposits is 
a kind of built-in stabilizer in this area, probably more by in-
direction than directly. It has helped to improve the quality of 
banking practices . . 
We do not have absolute proof of the effectiveness of any of 
these characteristics in moderating potentially wide cyclical 
swings in business activity. We have, however, made some sig-
nificant rolling adjustments during the last decade. It was con-
fidently predicted by many wise men, including some bright 
economists, that our postwar unemployment by the end of 1946 
would be a minimum of eight million involuntarily unemployed 
people. We did not experience any such difficulty; we made the 
transition from war to peace without serious economic maladjust-
ments. We made a significant adjustment through 1953-54, fol-
lowing the Korean War, without serious dislocations although dire 
things were predicted. Some segments of the economy suffer 
in such periods, the adjustments cannot be spread uniformly 
through the whole system. The important thing is that we have 
kept the economic system operating in high gear with only minor 
slowdowns for quite a period. We haven't proved our compe-
tence, but we have given a mild hint that things that go up do 
not have to come down. We may come down with a thud. But 
if we are spared military catastrophe, there is a good possibility 
we can avoid serious overall decline in economic activity. 
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TO TRADE IS TO GAIN 
~JSSUE in elementary economics 
causes more trouble for the economics teacher than that of trading 
goods for goods. The student is so well conditioned by the citizens. 
Even when economic conditions are generally good and most 
everybody who wants to work is gainfully employed, students are 
suspicious of trade. At the first sign of economic trouble the im-
mediate reaction of the citizen-student is to run for the storm cellar 
of self-containment. Somehow the citizen seems to think that 
what he gives up is always worth more than what he gets in 
return. It is unthinkable that a person with a high standard of 
living can trade feely with one on a low standard without pulling 
the high standard down. It is always impossible to pull the low 
standard up. Let us look at some illustrations. 
The first lesson in trade is to perceive clearly the place of 
money in the trading process. One does not really trade goods 
and services for money; goods and services are exchanged for 
goods and services and money serves as a lubricant in the process. 
We emphasized this point earlier when we discussed the general 
framework of the system. A corollary of this first theorum is that 
trade must be a two-way street, if it is to be trade; goods can 
move on a one-way street but we ought to identify this type of 
operation by its proper name. 
A few times during my teaching experiences I have been 
quite provoked with my citizen colleagues. In depression days I 
was a public school teacher. One thing you learn as a public 
school teacher in Utah is that the Utah Education Association is 
a great institution. One year, during the depression, the U. E. A. 
took as its slogan, What Utah makes, makes Utah. As the slogan 
developed through the year the implication came to be that what 
Utah citizens buy from outside the state ruins Utah. Teachers 
were expected to have youngsters write essays on the virtues 
inherent in buying home-made goods. The youngsters were en-
courage<;l to keep all the labels from home made goods and at the 
end of an appropriate time interval they were to bring the labels 
together, and while the bonfire consumed the labels, sing songs 
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and award appropriate prizes to the winners. All of this was 
done in the name of education. A little difficulty was experienced 
in defining "home." If the youngster was a resident of Weber 
County he certainly couldn't collect labels from goods made in 
that foreign country, Salt Lake City. 
Those of you who are acquainted with school procedures in 
Utah know that in October every year all of the public school 
youngsters get a two-day va9ation while the teachers assemble 
for their annual convention. In the year of which I am speaking 
I missed some of my friends from 'other districts. Later when I 
inquired about the absences one of the teachers told me that the 
· board of education in his district voted not to release the teachers 
for the annual convention. The board feared the teachers would 
buy their winter clothes in Salt Lake City. Where I taught we 
were dismissed with just a gentle warning. There was at least one 
· public school teacher that rebelled at this nonsense. He said 
when you buy anything, buy where and when you think you can 
get the most for what you give up. It may be and probably will 
be in your own town but if you buy there it is not because it is 
home but because you can make the best possible buy there. 
· Before you sophisticated intellectuals condemn the benighted 
public school teachers of this earlier dark age, hear me out. 
. You residents of Logan, Utah, should remind yourselves that 
'you are residents of what in my youth was called the "Athens" of 
Utah. To live here was to live in the center of culture and more 
. particularly in the center of knowledge. Finally I made it. In 
the autumn of 1932, I was a full-fledged resident of one year dur-
ation. In the heat of the political campaign of that year I attended 
a political rally. We -have been reminded that this was a time 
of economic distress. Agricultural commodity prices had fallen 
to ridiculously low levels, wheat was about 38 cents a bushel. 
Economic troubles were not confined to our country, there were 
world-wide troubles. In June 1931 we had announced a mora-
torium on the war debts; it was still in effect in 1932. A prominent . 
speaker, a candidate to the National Congress, made a real hit 
with his Cache Valley audience. He promised: If you will send 
me to the Congress I will do three things: First, I will get the 
war debts, now in default, paid; second, I will get rid of these 
burdensome agricultural surpluses that are now depressing domes-
tic prices; third, I will keep foreign goods off our markets. ' The 
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applause that greeted these promises was stifling, right here in 
the Athens of Utah. It was nearly enough to drive a country 
boy back to Wellsville. 
I do not criticize the speaker in this instance, the mark of a 
good politician is to say what his listeners want to hear. I re-
membered that the most debated question among college debat-
ing teams during the 1920's was, Resolved, that the United States 
should cancel the war debts. It was clear that we had not really 
lent our allies money during the first World War, we had lent 
them goods from our fanns and factories, and the producers of 
these goods had been paid with our own dollars. It was clear to 
the initiated that if the debts were to be repaid they would have 
to be paid by foreigners earning dollars by selling us something. 
It should also ha.ve been clear that if we wanted to sell our agri-
cultural surpluses, foreign buyers had to get dollars somehow to 
pay for them. Now potential foreign buyers can get dollars by 
three methods: ( a) They can earn them-produce something 
that the dollar areas want to buy, (b) they can borrow the dollars 
and pay for the goods; (c) they can get the dollars as a gift and 
pay those dollars for our goods. But remember, we were not 
going to make any more loans, we were going to get those paid 
that were due, and if we wouldn't loan we wouldn't make a gift. 
We were going to keep foreign goods off our markets so the 
foreigners couldn't earn dollars. Yet simultaneously we were 
going to get the past due debts paid, and sell our goods that 
accumulated as burdensome surpluses on the market. What is 
the moral of this hard-headed trade principle: If you want to 
buy you need to have something to sell; if you want to sell it is 
necessary that you take something in exchange. You can take 
paper promises on a short run basis but these go sour if not sup-
ported with real trade. 
In this connection we should remind ourselves as American 
citizens, that the United States has not always been an interna-
tional creditor. In the early part of our history, until about 1870, 
we were an international immature debtor-we were buying more 
from finns in other countries than we were able to pay for from 
Our current international earnings. Foreign lenders were financ-
ing American purchases of foreign goods. Beginning in the 1870's 
we became sufficiently productive that we could pay for what 
We currently bought and in addition pay the interest and princi-
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pal on our earlier borrowings. During World War I, the United 
States became for the first time an international creditor. During 
the war and in the reconstruction following the war we sent bil-
lions of dollars worth of goods to people in other lands which they 
could not pay for out of their current earnings. Many goods were 
never paid for and we do not expect that they will be paid for; 
the debts have not been cancelled de iure but they have been 
cancelled de facto-not legaly but in fact. 
I must inject one more bit of evidence from the past. When 
you have a few minutes to waste look up the Christmas News for 
1931. In this issue you will find a full page spread under the 
heading, THERE WOULD BE NO UNEMPLOYMENT IN 
UTAH, If Utahns Bought Home Goods. Here is a giant of a man 
depicting the potential domestic employment if we would just 
follow this economic advice, and a small man to represent our 
actual employment. Among our delinquencies during the pre-
ceding year were: buying 130 carloads of candy from outside 
the state, buying 90 percent of our knitted wear from outside the 
state, shipping in enough cord pants to destroy 150 potential jobs. 
These are just samples of our presumed shortsightedness. 
Of course in the same article there is a box score of some of 
our productive activities. We produced enough coal to heat 
300,000 five-room houses all winter; at the time Utah had about 
500,000 people. The people of Utah couldn't occupy the 300,000 
homes, so we were producing some coal for export to some of our 
coal-less neighboring states. We were also producing enough 
salt to give every man, woman, and child in the state 340 pounds . 
. We like replicas in Utah, but I submit even if we wanted every 
Utah citizen to become a replica of Lot's wife, we couldn't have 
used all that salt. We were at the same time producing enough 
chickens to load 525 freight cars, and you know we were trying 
to push Utah poultry products and Utah celery on the New York 
market. Nowhere in this full-page spread is there even a hint that 
the selling of these things which we produce in abundance has any 
relation to our buying activities. The most ardent mercantilist of 
the 17th century never stated his case better than this article 
states the doctrine: always sell to others more than you buy from 
others and collect the balance in precious metals. One of the 
purposes of Adam Smith in writing the first modern economic 
treatise, The Wealth of Nations, was to combat this economic 
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fallacy. I wouldn't want to imply that we Utahns have a monopoly 
on economic foolishness, but we do have our quota. 
North Carolina has at one time prohibited Louisana straw-
berries from entering the state. You all know of the subterfuge 
that is practiced by Utah contractors to get around the Idaho law 
that states a preference for Idaho workers on Idaho public pro-
jects. The Wall Street Journal of February 17,1957, reports a has-
sle between Georgia and California. It seems that California con-
sumers had shown some preference for fowls raised in Georgia, 
so much so that the Eastern birds were supplying 60 percent of 
the California market. The California legislature was conSidering 
a bill which would require the home grown product to be labeled 
as such, the aim, of course, to discourage the consumption of 
"foreign" birds. The Georgia Farm Bureau thinks its Legislature 
should reciprocate by denying through some regulation the free 
importation of California fruits and vegetables into Georgia. 
~y rekindle these dying embers of the economic past? In 
this as in so many other cases the past is only prologue. The 
citizen should be reminded that our trade relations today are of 
more consequence than at any previous time. More specialization 
means more trade, and economic production is becoming more 
and more specialized. In our rush to get more goods it turns out 
that they are goods produced by others from a circle of ever in-
creasing circumference. Look at the volume of our international 
trade relations: in 1955 we sold about $22 billion and bought $18 
billion worth of goods, in 1956 the figures were $26 billion and 
$20 billion. The 1957 trade is estimated at about $27 billion of 
stuff sold abroad and $20 billion bought from abroad. All of this 
is still possible as long as we close the dollar gap by loans, gifts, 
investments, military grants, and other procedures. 
Although I am giving the solutions to most of the problems 
in general economics in this one easy lesson, I wouldn't at the 
same time want to tackle all of the problems in agrciultural eco-
nomics. I will just make one sweeping observation. If we turn 
Our agricultural plant loose for full production our basic agri-
cultural crops will be produced on an export basis. We won't 
consume all of our wheat, cotton, corn, and tobacco and pay prices 
that will bring a decent living to the producers of these com-
modities. Our productive potential for these commodities is 
tremendous. Maybe we have eliminated ourselves from foreign 
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markets to such an extent that it is impossible for us to recapture 
them. But at least teachers and Extension workers in basic agri-
culture in a land grant college ought to be mildly aware of the 
economics of foreign trade as it relates to agriculture. My con-
tacts on this campus convince me that such awareness is grossly 
deficient. 
Before we leave this issue of trade fallacies we must meet 
head-on the most crucial question that every economics teacher 
has to meet. Can a high wage country trade freely with a low 
wage country without the high wage country being damaged? 
This is the never-ending battle of the wage rates. The real wage 
levels, high or low, prevailing in any country are grounded on 
something more substantial than the statutes that deal with trade. 
The high standard of living in this country, the highest in all the 
world, comes from high productivity in the economic system. 
American laborers have high real wages because they are gen-
erally intelligent, highly skilled workers, working under efficient 
supervision and management, with abundant natural resources, 
in a political environment that encourages individual effort. 
The wage level in any country is the result of the productivity 
of the workers in that country. In spite of what one of the most 
successful farmers in Cache Valley said to me a few years ago 
that, "Any damn fool knows that a man that pays $10 a day for 
labor cannot compete with one that pays $5 a day;" I say he can 
and the proof of the pudding is in the eating. To quote Alvin 
Hansen of Harvard University, "Anyone who is familiar with the 
facts of international trade knows that America competes alto-
gether too well, others are always wanting to buy more from us 
than they can pay for, this is the real dollar shortage problem." We 
previously mentioned that American businesses expect to sell $27 
billion worth of goods to foreign customers this year. Why should 
these foreign customers come here to buy our stuff, stuff produced 
with the highest paid labor in all the world? They would not 
come here if they could find cheaper goods in low wage countries. 
The wages of Detroit are much higher than in Great Britain 
but Great Britain levies a duty of 33;.1 percent on "cheap" Amer-
ican cars. Many American industrialists, Henry Ford II, a notable 
example, have been leading the fight for freer and ever freer 
foreign trade in automobiles and in other manufactured com· 
modities. President Eisenhower has stood out many times against 
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those, including the Tariff Commission, who would hobble foreign 
trade with new restrictions. We can compete because we are 
competing all too well. 
Let us hasten to admit to ourselves and to the world that we 
cannot out-produce the whole world in every commodity. To 
take a close-to-home example, let's talk about sugar for a moment. 
Nature does not cooperate in sugar production here in the high 
mountain valleys to quite the same extent she does in tropical 
areas. Offshore islands in the West Indies can outproduce us in 
sugar. It is not the low-wages in Cuba that are really at fault, it 
is the high wages in other occupations in the United States. If 
sugar was sold in a free market, labor could not be attracted to 
sugar production in our area because it is not as productive in this 
as in alternative employments. So we put our off-shore island 
areas on a quota, only allow them to send us so many tons per 
year, and keep part of the American market for domestic pro-
ducers. But remember when we keep something from coming 
into the country we keep something else from going out unless 
we finance the sale with a loan or a gift. 
Nobody will be happier than I when and if our researchers 
in sugar beet culture and in sugar beet producing machinery come 
up with seed varieties and mechanical improvements that will 
allow sugar beet growing to stand on its own feet without a gov-
ernment crutch. I would like to see sugar beet culture outgrow 
its swaddling clothes of infancy. Much of my life between the 
ages of six and twenty was spent bending over rows of sugar 
beets. It would be a great personal satisfaction to me if this 
industry could grow up so that I could feel that I had not had a 
completely wasted childhood and youth in trying to keep an 
industry alive that is perpetually doomed to be helped by the 
crutch of a liberal subsidy. As a Utahn I have taken some pointed 
barbs from students and teachers in a great midwestern university 
on this sugar question, but until this industry matures we must 
admit it is a kept industry. 
There are many commodities like sugar in which we are at 
a disadvantage compared with other parts of the world. But 
apparently, there are many more items in which we have economic 
advantages in the world market. That is why our standard of 
liVing is high. There are so many of these latter items that people 
in other countries want to buy because they are relatively cheap 
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when made by our high priced productive labor, that there has 
been for many years a real dollar shortage in the world. 
THE FREE MARKET IS NOT OUT-DATED 
~( 
\:?:J HERE ARE TWO GENERAL w~ YS of 
allocating productive resources among a:lternative· uses and allo-
cating incomes that arise from the use of these · resources. They 
can be done through the impersonal forces of the market or 
through authoritarian personal dictation. · We probably will never 
see either method at work in its pure form; what we will see is 
a mixed system. But this easy generalization does not relieve us 
as citizens from the task of thinking about the problem of alloca-
tion. A mixed system has many possible ratios, and we need to 
be concerned about possible trends. 
A free market economy is neutral as to what, how, and how 
much of a multitude of potential goods is to be produced. Pro-
ductive resources can be put together in many possible combina-
tions. We expect the various sovereign states to be alert to the 
necessity of making some authoritarian dictations in the form of 
prohibitibnsin the name of health, safety, and morals. Beyond 
this, a free market economy dictates that resources will be used 
to produce those goods which society wants produced as reflected 
by their collective bids in the market place. Within wide limits 
we can have what we want. Under the spur of free competition, 
goods will be produced in response to consumer bids in the market 
place. Through market competition goods will be produced by 
methods that are most effective from the viewpoint of the pro-
ducer. Business firms will be born and they will die in response 
to these changing market forces. In this type of economy, there 
is no such thing as a "right" method, in the "right" amount, except 
as the market dictates the rightness. What are some of the impli-
cations of this philosophy for · the various segments of our eco-
nomic society? 
It has been a cardinal prinCiple with me that critical analysis, 
like charity, ought to begin at home. Home in this case is school 
teaching and school teachers. The market economy has relevance 
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for us. School teaching produces a good that is sold in compe-
tition with a multitude of other goods. The consuming public 
has broad discretionary power through its spending habits. It 
can bid up the price of A and bid down, by not aggressively bid-
ding, the price of B. The unit price of a good in the free market 
will be a function of two basic variables: the relative amount of 
the good available and the intensity of. the collective desires for 
it; supply and demand forces, if you will. As teachers we should 
see ourselves in the cold light of market analysis. 
Lest this bit of close-to-home analysis be appraised by you 
as coming from a member of the clan who has been born with 
the proberbial silver spoon and who has continued to have pre-
ferred market treatment, let me identify your witness on this 
point. I came to this campus at a low salary. My first teaching 
salary in the public schools was $1500 per year, not per month. 
After ten years of teaching experience, along with eleven full 
summer schools and three years of part-time college work, I ar-
rived here for a salary of $1440, still per year. I was in a worse 
predicament than Alice and the Red Queen. I honor the Presi-
dent and the memory of the Dean who brought me here, I came 
willingly. 
It is a favorite indoor sport for spokesmen for school teachers 
to compare the amount of money the consuming public spends 
for schools with what it spends for some other commodities. The 
amount spent for cosmetics and beauty treatments is one such 
comparison. This has always seemed a foolish thing for us to do. 
It certainly does not, or at least it should not, inflate our ego. 
What this says is that the consuming public puts more stock in 
well-groomed eyebrows than in the education of its youngsters; 
that is, in the kind of education we give them. 
When there are a lot of potential teachers around ready to 
produce a good for which society doesn't have an intense desire, 
market forces do not ration as much income to each of these pro-
ducers as some of them think they should have. Nothing seems 
more sophomoric and less analytical than to have our universities 
glory in the number of potential teachers we certify and simul-
taneously deplore the presumed low income that goes with this 
service. We seem to encourage our students, those who are train-
ing to be teachers, to start early in condemning the low pay they 
are going to get when they get out of school. If we believe this 
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to be true, and I doubt that we should believe it, then in all hon-
esty we should discourage folks from going into teaching and 
then gloat over what we have done for the teaching game by 
reducing the supply of teachers. Remember there is no "right" 
price for any good in the market economy except the market price. 
The free market does not reward producers on the basis of hard 
work, or good intentions, just on the basis of productivity. If the 
farmer, or the teacher, labors long and strenously but only brings 
forth small "potatoes" the market reward is not large. 
When a producer says he can get more producing something 
else this does not prove he is worth more for what he is now doing. 
If a person can make more as a practicing engineer than as a 
teacher of engineering, he is not worth the practitioner's salary 
as a teacher until society comes to have a more intensive desire for 
teaching abilities. When a former buck driver can make an in-
come of a half million dollars a year by synchronizing his hip 
movements with the strumming on a banjo, that does not prove, 
or even imply, that he is worth that much as a truck driver. 
Surely we all know that the market does not work perfectly 
among the members of a given occupational group, or for that 
matter between and among groups, but it does work; and I would 
rather trust its workings than to trust more authoritarian dictation. 
It is more sensible for teachers in a market economy to compare 
teacher with teacher on the income scale; not teacher with singer, 
or baseball player, or eye-brow groomer. We might expect 
"authorities" to work for some internal consistency in income 
among members of a given group after the market has determined 
the broad outlines of factor payments. The market could allocate 
the total income produced much differently than it currently is 
allocating it. We have a multiplicity of wants of varying intt;msi-
ties, these determine how we spend our incomes, and our spending 
habits determine the income of others. Education and educators 
are always ' free to propagandize for different patterns of expendi-
ture, to make their wares more attractive, but at a given time the 
patterns are what they are. 
I do not want to be unduly critical of teachers and teaching. 
but I think we practitioners of the art of teaching too often tend 
to leave ourselves out of the market mechanism. We tend to take 
the point of view expressed by one of my students recently. In a 
discussion of market forces he raised the question of whether 
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people should not be paid in terms of what they do for humanity. 
Our class reply was that is just what the market presumes to do, 
it synthesizes the collective judgment of what humanity thinks is 
good for humanity. If we recognize this as the rule of the market, 
and if we want to live by the market rules, we, as citizens, will be 
less enthusiastic about all sorts of legislative reforms that would 
go contrary to market forces. 
The National Congress is currently debating the advisability 
of increasing the minimum wage from $1.00 to $1.25 per hour. 
If market forces are of little significance, why should we argue 
about a pittance of an increase like that, we ought to do some-
thing worthwhile and go to say $5.00 per hour. When the Secre-
tary of Labor recently recommended that we bring an additional 
two and one-half million workers under the existing law he stated 
that practically all of these workers were already getting the 
$1.00 per hour. We can put a floor under wages when practically 
all of the wages affected are up to or above the floor. If we try 
by law or by group action to raise the floor above what the market 
forces will justify, we destroy jobs in the affected areas or we 
increase prices in those areas of low elasticity in the demand for 
these products. Wage earners in a market economy get more by 
producing more. All of the increased productivity will not go 
in the form of personal wage payments. The great boon to 
increased output is a constant increase in our productive equip-
ment; this has not and will not be provided on a zero rate of 
return for those who provide it. Private ownership of the factors 
of production means private incomes from these factors. Every-
body shares in the increased production in terms of how the mar-
ket appraises the value of the contribution of each factor. We 
may think the free market is arbitrary, maybe even perverse. I 
would take it in preference to the alternative. 
The most serious criticism the citizen will direct at this plea 
to let the market do the regulating will be that the market has 
come to be a personal and not an impersonal one. It is alleged 
that the market is rigged by monopolistic controls which make 
any discussion of the great father Adam Smith, interesting, per-
haps, but obsolete. Let us admit that this type of criticism can-
not be brushed off as bold impertinence. The possibility of our 
spoiling the market game, by allowing economic developments 
that are completely inconsistent with it, is real. 
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Economists are not completely reassured by the concept of 
Countervailing Power set forth by Professor Galbraith, the con-
cept that competition will be preserved by bigness competing with 
bigness. It certainly is a useful concept but ought not to cloud 
our vision to an easy going complacence, Professor Galbraith does 
not want this. No economic system was ever perfectly compe-
titive, it is always more or less so. To put our faith in the market 
as a desirable regulatory force we must be vigilant in our efforts 
to preserve competition; about the best we can say is to preserve 
"workable competition" while recognizing that this is a fuzzy term. 
What it means, for one thing, is that the citizen will not always 
worship at the shrine of bigness, that he will not assume that big-
ness is always synonomous with efficiency and cheapness. Great 
economic trees are produced from little acorns, and no one tree 
needs to become the whole forest. To preserve the American 
Way is to preserve the market way of life, and the market way is 
a vigorous competitive way. 
If this bit of informal discussion is interpreted as an indict-
ment of the citizen because he lacks economic understanding, it 
is in a more serious sense an indictment of us teachers of eco-
nomics. We haven't done a good job of teaching. In our efforts 
to teach all of the intricate mysteries to the few who may become 
specialists and teach the mysteries to a few other specialists, we 
have failed to teach a few fundamentals to the particpating citi-
zens. As teachers of economics, we should recognize that the 
typical treatise on economics has, for the citizen, a few golden 
grains of wisdom, usually well buried in a mountain of chaff. As 
teachers, we have so intermingled the grain and the chaff that the 
citizen appraises everything as chaff, there is so much more of it. 
To teach in a discipline where each of your colleagues is a 
self-appointed specialist is just good fun, one gets so much help 
from so many diverse sources of inspiration. Since those of US 
who have worked at the task full time, some for many years, have 
helped to bring the world to the brink of disaster, in the eyes of 
our part-time helpers; we ask all of our part-time helpers in the 
future to be more critical of the help "they give us. 
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